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Chapterr 4 
Finitee State Belief Dynamics 

Supposee that we get the information that "Cervantes lost his left hand in battle7' 
(p),(p), "Cervantes did not lose both hands in battle1' {~>{pAq)), and "Góngora was 
bornn in 1561" (r). Suppose, furthermore, that all information is on equal footing, 
thatt is, the sources from which the information stems are equally reliable. Which 
beliefss can we plausibly extract from these sentences? Obviously, the information 
offeredd is consistent, so, if we have to rely solely on the given sentences, there is 
noo objection to believing all of them (and their logical consequences) at the same 
time. . 

Butt suppose, furthermore, that we get the additional information that "Cer-
vantess lost his right hand in battle" (q). First, now all sentences cannot be true at 
thee same time, although it is possible, of course, to get these pieces of information. 
Assumingg our beliefs to be based on the information we have, it makes sense to 
sayy that in the information base consisting of our four sentences it is plausible to 
believee that Góngora was born in 1561 and that Cervantes lost a hand in battle, 
althoughh we do not have plausible beliefs as to whether it was his right or his left 
onee (or even both!). New information can, therefore, put a strain on old beliefs: 
thiss course of reasoning is nonmonotonic. 

Supposee now, that, for some reason or other, the information that "Cervantes 
lostt his left hand in battle" turns out to be unreliable. We eliminate the informa-
tionn that '"Cervantes lost his left hand in battle" from the information we have, 
whichh is thus contracted. This means that, ceteris paribus, we are entitled to 
believee that "Cervantes lost his right hand in battle", although our previous set 
off  sentences did not enable us to do so. 

Iff  we apply classical logic to the inconsistent information base just described, 
wee fail to save these appearances, because of classical logic's property of ex f also 
quodlibet.quodlibet. Obtaining all formulas from a contradiction is inappropriate for the 
informationn base described above, for then we would lose all structure and infor-
mationn we had: if we have everything, we have nothing at all. Therefore, if we 
wantt to construct a formal theory that describes the phenomena sketched above, 
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classicall  logic wil l not do. We do need a logic which can handle inconsistencies. 
soo some relevance logic or paraconsistent logic seems convenient. This logic has 
too have another important characteristic as well: it must be able to cope with 
incompletee information, as our information base wil l never be complete. Here, 
wee shall deal with the matter using a partial, paraconsistent logic. 

4.11 Paraconsistent Belief Revision? 

Thee literature on paraconsistent logics is focused on taming the inconsistent. A 
rangee of systems has been built in which a contradiction does not necessarily lead 
too triviality . Dynamics usually does not play a role in these systems. On the 
otherr hand, customarily, the consistency of theories is assumed in the belief revi-
sionn tradition initiated by [Alchourrón. Gardenfors, and Makinson. 1985].1 Littl e 
workk has been done to integrate paraconsistent logics with qualitative logics for 
theoryy change. To the best of my knowledge, only [Restall and Slaney, 1995] 
presentss belief revision using a paraconsistent underlying logic. Let us take a 
closerr look at Restall and Slaney's reasons for such an approach. 

Restalll  and Slaney use arguments taken from the field of relevant logic to 
motivatee their paraconsistent approach to belief revision. In almost all systems 
forr belief revision, Restall and Slaney note, the underlying logic is superclassical. 

Thiss is a theoretical simplification. No-one believes that belief is 
closedd under that sort of consequence. If it were, we would believe all 
tautologies,, and furthermore, we would only have inconsistent beliefs 
whenn believing everything. [Restall and Slaney, 1995. p. 1] 

Thoughh Restall and Slaney reject the view that two contradictory statements can 
bothh be true, and hence grant that 'knowledge brooks no contradiction', they 
acceptt inconsistent beliefs, but retain the idealization that beliefs be closed under 
logicall  consequence. Thus, they make way for a straightforward substitution for 
thee underlying logic in systems for belief revision: instead of using (supra)classical 
logicc they opt for the paraconsistent logic first degree entailment as the underlying 
logicc and show that all standard representation theorems (epistemic entrench-
ment,, transitively relational partial meet contraction, and spheres) are preserved 
underr the proposed substitution. Restall and Slaney admit inconsistent beliefs, 
butt also provide a method to extract consistent subsets from an inconsistent 
theory. . 

Wee share Restall and Slaney's misgivings about using (at least) classical logic 
ass underlying logic in systems for belief revision, and we favor their proposal to 
usee first degree entailment instead. Nevertheless, we refuse to allow for inconsistent 
beliefss in a logical system, yet we cannot but agree with an aphorism of Charles 

11 There are some attempts to deal with inconsistent belief sets within this AGM tradition. 
See.. for instance. [Fuhrmann, 1991]. [Hansson. 1993]. and [Wasserman. 2000]. 
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Calebb Colton's: 'Man is an embodied paradox, a bundle of contradictions.' Just 
ass a theorist of correct reasoning does not aim to validate fallacies, regardless of 
howw often people commit them, we favor a theory of belief revision that shuns 
inconsistentt beliefs, even in cases where the information on which these beliefs 
aree grounded is inconsistent. 

Thiss asymmetry mirrors the fact that it is in our power to aspire to con-
sistentt beliefs (and perhaps even to attain them), though the inconsistency of 
informationn offered is beyond our control. The system to be expounded in the 
presentt chapter is a normative system, since it exemplifies the norm that beliefs 
oughtt to be consistent. A similar maxim cannot be maintained for information: 
itt is pointless to precribe that information be consistent. Of course, Restall and 
Slaneyy subscribe to the norm that beliefs ought to be consistent, but their paper 
'Realisticc Belief Revision' has a different object: it aims at a description of ac-
tuall  reasoning practices.2 Hence, they allow for inconsistent beliefs, not only in 
practice,, but in logical theory as well. 

4.1.11 A Novel Approach 

Paraconsistentt logic can, indeed, handle inconsistent sets of formulas satisfacto-
rily .. Nevertheless, its commitment to inconsistent beliefs or even contradictory 
beliefs,, notwithstanding philosophical defences of dialethism,3 gives it an exotic 
flavour,flavour, which is a serious hindrance for its introduction in epistemic contexts. 
Secondly,, our introductory considerations showed that we need a nonmonotonic 
logicc to appreciate the fact that additional information that contradicts previous 
informationn may lead to giving up some of our beliefs. Paraconsistent logic is far 
tooo liberal as regards the admission of beliefs. In my view, the admission of in-
consistentt beliefs is a major flaw in all the more or less paraconsistent treatments 
off  inconsistent information. 

Here,Here, we argue for a distinction between information and belief. On the one 
hand,, we shall set forth interrelated techniques for representing, expanding, con-
tractingg and revising information. Information may, of course, be inconsistent. 
Henceforth,, the devices representing our information can contain contradictory 
andd even inconsistent sentences. On this level, nonmonotonicity does not play 
aa role. Hence, we may use the paraconsistent monotonie logic first degree entail-
mentt as the logic governing expansion, contraction, and revision of information. 
Onn the other hand, operations are offered to extract beliefs from the represented 
information.. These beliefs will always be consistent and are closed under logical 
consequence.. Here, nonmonotonicity seems imperative. 

2Notee that the phenomena discussed in the introduction to this chapter cannot be described 
withinn Restall and Slaney's framework, because their underlying logic (first degree entailment) 
iss monotonie. In the present chapter, the underlying logic is a nonmonotonic logic based on first 
degreee entailment. 

3Dialethismm is the view that there are true contradictions. 
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Hansson,, in his editorial in the thematic issue on belief revision of the Journal 
ofof Logic, Language, and Information, makes a case for such a two-fold approach: 

[T]hee dynamics of belief states involves two major types of operations. 
Onee is operations of change, transformations from one belief state 
too another. [...] The other major type can be called operations of 
retrieval.retrieval. The task of such an operation is to find, for a given belief 
state,, the set of sentences to which the agent has a certain epistemic 
attitude.. [...] 

Inn the presence of conflicting information, selections are necessary. We 
havee a choice between making these selections as part of the operations 
off  change when new information is received and making them as part 
off  the operations of retrieval when information is recovered from the 
systemm [...]. [Hansson, 1998, p. 125] 

Thee aim of the present study is to develop a suitable system for belief dy-
namicss with the following characteristics. First, the system must be capable 
off  representing inconsistent information. Second, the set of beliefs licensed by 
possiblyy inconsistent information must always be consistent. 

Sectionn 4.2 sets forth the method for representing static information. The 
dynamicss of information change are studied in Section 4.3. To model information 
andd information change, a simple inconsistency-tolerant four-valued logic, known 
ass first degree entailment, is used. This logic is a generalization of classical prepo-
sitionall  logic in the sense that it admits, next to classical propositional logic's 
totall  and consistent valuations, partial and inconsistent valuations as well. 

Inn Section 4.4. operations to extract consistent beliefs from a representation of 
staticc information are explored. Several methods for processing sets of four-valued 
valuationss to obtain a set of consistent three-valued valuations are investigated. 
Thee resulting three-valued valuations are valuations in the sense of Kleene's strong 
three-valuedd logic and, hence, guarantee that the set of formulas they all validate 
iss consistent. The logics governing these extraction operators are nonmonotonic 
three-valuedd logics based on the four-valued logic first degree entailment. 

4.22 Preliminaries 

Thee basic logic, underlying all concepts and systems in the present chapter, wil l 
bee first degree entailment (henceforth fde), which pertains to implications of the 
formm <p —> ip, where (f) and ip are truth functional, not containing any implications 
themselves.. In [Anderson and Belnap, 1962], this logic has been defined proof-
theoretically.. Later, systems of formal semantics for this system were provided in 
[Routleyy and Routley, 1972], which propounded a two-valued semantics for fde, 
andd in [Dunn, 1976], which propounded a four-valued semantics for fde. Here, 
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Dunn'ss semantics will be used. For a system of natural deduction for fde, the 
readerr may have recourse to the Appendix of this thesis. 

Throughoutt the chapter, we use a language for propositional logic, built from 
ann infinite set of propositional variables PV — {p,q,r,...}. 

4.2.1.. DEFINITION. [Language] The set of all formulas of fde, denoted by T, is 
thee least set satisfying the following conditions: 

(i)) PVC f 
(ii )) If <f>  G T and ip G T, then (<p A </>) G T and (0 V ip) G T 

(iii )) If 4> e T, then -.0 G F. 

Notee that T and J_ do not occur among the formulas of the object language. 

4.2.2.. DEFINITION. [Valuations] Let w b ea set of propositional literals. Then 
ww is a valuation. 

Inn the following, we shall use v and w to denote valuations. A valuation w is 
inconsistentt if and only if for some propositional variable p both pew and 
-<p-<p G w. In Section 4.4, to define an extractor, we need the concept of the 
co-valuationco-valuation of a valuation, where such contradictory propositional variables are 
eliminatedd from the valuation. So, if w — {p, ~^p,q}: then its co-valuation should 
bee {<?}: 

4.2.3.. DEFINITION. [Co-Valuations] Let w b ea valuation. Then its co-valuation 
ww is defined to be: 

ww = {p G w : ->p $ w} U {->p € w : p £ w}. 

Obviously,, a valuation is consistent if and only if it is identical with its co-
valuation. . 

Ourr basic semantics is just a rewriting of Dunn's semantics for fde. In Dunn's 
sense,, a valuation is a map v : PV>—> p({TRUE, FALSE}) from the set of proposi-
tionall  variables to subsets of the set of truth-values TRUE and FALSE. Hence, a 
propositionall  variable p can have both truth-values, only one truth-value, and no 
truth-value. . 

Here,, a valuation w defines such a map as follows: p G w if and only if 
TRUEE G f(p), and -<p G w if and only if FALSE G v{p)- As a consequence, given 
thee valuation {p, ->p, q}, it holds that v{p) — {TRUE, FALSE}, v{q) = {TRUE} , and 
v{x)v{x) = 0 for all other propositional variables x. 

Thee assignment of truth-values to literals is extended to all formulas of the 
languagee as follows:4 

4Definitee restrictions on the set of valuations give rise to other, familiar logics: if we consider 
onlyy consistent valuations, the resulting logic is Kleene's strong three-valued logic [Kleene, 1952]; 
iff  we consider only total valuations, we have Priest's logic of paradox LP [Priest, 1979]; if we 
considerr only consistent and total valuations, we end up with classical propositional logic. 
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4.2.4.. DEFINITION. [Semantical Rules] Let w be a, valuation. Then 

0 0 

(ii i i 
(iv v 
(v v 
(vi i 

(vii i 
(vii i i 

ww \= p iff p £ w, if p G PV 
ww =\ p iff ->p € u>, if p G PV 
ww \= (j)f\ip iff w \= <fi  and it; (= ^ 
ww =j 0A^ iff u; H 0 or ^ H ^ 
it?? |= 0V?/> iff w \= 0 or w \= tp 
ww =\ <fi\/ip  iff w =j 0 and w =| ^ 
w;; j= -i0 iff w =| 0 
tyy =j -i0 iff u; |= 0. 

Forr instance, {p, -ip, 9}  f= p A ->p, but {p, ->p, q}  ̂ q A ->g. Hence, fde semantics 
keepss inconsistencies local. An inconsistency does not lead to triviality, in the 
sensee that from an inconsistency everything follows. 

Validityy is defined in the obvious way: 

4.2.5.. DEFINITION. [Validity] Let 0 and ip be formulas. Then 0 implies ip, de-
notedd by 0 |= ip, is defined as follows: 

00 |= ip iff \/w(w |= 0 —*> w |= ip). 

Inn the following, we shall frequently use a partial ordering on the set of val-
uations.. The ordering is given by set-theoretical inclusion. This simple ordering 
enabless us to define least valuations satisfying a formula. 

4.2.6.. DEFINITION. [Minimality] Let 0 be a formula. A valuation w is (p-minimal 
iff  both 

(i)) w \= 0 
(ii )) Vv(v C w —*  v y= 0). 

Off  course, several valuations can be 0-minimal (the valuations {p}  and {~^q} 
bothh are p V -^-minimal), but every formula defines a non-empty unique set of 
smallestt finite valuations satisfying that formula. This set contains exactly all 
differentt fde-valuations that are minimally sufficient for validating the formula 
underr consideration. A subset - empty, if the formula is inconsistent of this 
sett is the set of consistent 0-minimal valuations. These notions are defined as 
follows: : 

4.2.7.. DEFINITION. [Minimal Valuations] Let 0 be a formula. Then 

[0]]  = {w : w is 0-minimal}. 

Wee shall use [0JT to denote the set of consistent valuations in [0], and likewise, 
[0]^^ to denote the the set of inconsistent valuations in [0]. 

Off  course, [0] = [0]T U [0]^ and [0]T n [0] x = 0. 
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So,, Up Vq)A ^p]T = {{<?, -p } }  and [(p V q) A ^ = {{p, -^p}}. 
Thesee definitions entail that if the set of 0-minimal valuations is identical 

withh the set of ^-minimal valuations, then 0 and ijj  are equivalent under fde. The 
conversee holds as well: 

4 .2.8.. L E M M A ( E X T E N S I O N A L I T Y ) . Let (p and ty be formulas. Then 

MM = W iff <P h= ^ <™d  ̂ |= 0. 

Proof.Proof. Assume that [0] = [V'] . Suppose that u> j= 0. Sift this w to obtain v such 
thatt O C UJ and v € [0]. By our assumption, it must be that v 6 [V>J- Then t; |= ift. 
Hence,, as v C w, we have w (= ^. Therefore, 0 [= 0. As the other case is proved 
similarly,, it must be that 0 f= ip and ?/> |= 0. 

Assumee that 0 |= ^ and t/> |= 0. Suppose that w £ [0J. Then w (= 0 and, hence, 
u?? f= ^. Suppose that w ^ [^] . Then there must be a f such that v C w and v (= ift. 
Then,, as we assumed that ip \= 0, we have u |= 0, contradicting the 0-minimality of w. 
Hencee w 6 \ip}. The other inclusion is proved similarly. Therefore, [0] = |^J. D 

4.2.11 An Algorith m for  Finding 0's Minima l Valuations 

Findingg 0's minimal valuations can be cumbersome. How does one know that 
noo single minimal valuation has been overlooked? An algorithm that lists them 
alll  gives the necessary assurance. Before formulating such an algorithm, we need 
somee operations on valuations and sets of valuations. 

4.2.9.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Set Minimalization] Let W be a set of valuations. Then the 
minimalizationminimalization of W, denoted by min(W), is defined to be 

min(>V)) = {w e W : Vv(v E W -» v <£ w)}. 

4.2.10.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Minimal Union and Minimal Product] Let 0 and \j) be 
formulas.. Then the minimal union of [0] and [ip],  denoted by [0] ® [^] , and the 
minimalminimal product of [0] and J?/?], denoted by [0] 0 [^] , are defined to be 

(i)) M ® M = min([0]uW) 
(ii )) [0] © M - min({i ; U w : v G f0] and w G [ip]}). 

Thee algorithm is based on the following Deconstruct ion Rules. We prove the 
correctnesss of these rules immediately. We avoid a direct definition of [->0] in 
termss of some set-theoretical operation on [0] by splitting cases according to the 
mainn connective of the negated formula. 
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4 .2 .11.. LEMM A ( D E C O N S T R U C T I ON R U L E S ). Let (f> and ip be formulas. Then 

(i)) M = {{?}},  ifpePV 
(ii)) H>] = {{- P}} , ifpePV 
(iii )) [0A</>] = M © N 
(iv)) [0V^1 = [<t>]®ll>] 
(v)) HM</0] - HÊJ®H>] 
(vi)) H0v^)] = H>]©H>] 
(vii)) [^0] = [ # 

Proof,Proof, (i) and (ii) are obvious. 

(iii )) Suppose that w G [0A V>]- Then it? |= 0 and w \= ib. Sift it? to obtain a K;I € [0] 
andd a w<i G . Obviously, it?i Uit>2 C it?. Moreover, the strong inclusion does not hold: 
supposee that w\ Uit?2 C w. Then, because of the 0 A i/>-minimality of it?, it must be that 
it?ii  U it?2 Y= 4> A ip. Hence, w?i ^ ^ or M?2 ^ ip-, contradicting the fact that wi G [0] and 
^22 € [0] . Therefore, there are w\ G |0] and u?2 G jb0j, such that w — w\ U u;2-

Itt remains to be shown that w is an element of the minimal product of [0] and [-0]. 
Supposee it is not. Then there are i?i G [0] and i?2 G [V7!, such that v\ U t?2 C w. But 
then,, because of the 0 A ip-minimality of it?, it must be that D j U ^ \/= 0 A ip. Hence, 
vivi ty= 0 or i?2 y= ip, contradicting the fact that v\ G [0] and t»2 G {ip}. Therefore, it? is 
ann element of the minimal product of [0] and [i/>] - that is, it? G [0] © {ip} . 

Supposee that it? G [0] © [b0]. Then there are w\ G [0] and W2 G [0], such that 
it;; = it? i U it>2. Obviously, w \= <p A ip. Suppose that it? is not 0 A 0-minimal. Then there 
iss a v, such that v C w and v f= 0 A ip. Hence i? f= 0 and v \= ip. Sift this v to obtain 
i?ii  G [0| and i?2 G [-0]. Of course, viUv2 Q v C w. Hence, v\ U i?2 C it?. But then 
u?? G- [0] © ftp] and we have a contradiction. Therefore, it? is 0 A ^-minimal - that is, 
ww G [0A0] . 

(iv)) Suppose that it? G [0 V ip\. Then w\= (pV ip and Vi?(i; C w —* v tf= <f>V ip), that 
is,, Vi?(u C w — v ^ 0) and Vi?(i? C IU —> v ^ i/>). Hence it? G [0] U [i/?]. It remains to 
bee shown that it? is in the minimalization of [0] U {ip].  Suppose it is not. Then there is 
aa v G [0] U [-01 with i? C it?. Then, as v G [0] U [ip],  it must be that v (= 0 or v (= ip. 
But,, as t? C it/, by the 0 V ^-minimality Gf it?, it must be that t? \£ 0 and f =̂ i/?: a 
contradiction.. Therefore, w G min([0] U [b0]), that is, it? G [0] <8> [[i/?]. 

Supposee that w G [0] ® [ # Then w G min([0] U ty]). Then w G [0] U [i/>] and 
Vv(vv G J0] U [ip]  -> v <£ it?). Hence, w G [0] or w G [^] . 

Casee 1: Suppose that it? G [0]. Then it? |= 0 and Vi?(i; C w —» u tf= 0). Hence, 
K;; |= 0 V i/;. Suppose that there is a i? with i? c it? and i? [= 0 V -0. As it; is 0-minimal, 
itt must be that v |£ 0. Hence, i? (= -0. Sift i? to obtain a v\ with i?i C v and i?i G fi/?]. 
Thenn v\ C it? and i?i G [0] U jb0|: a contradiction. Therefore, it? G [0 V ip]. 

Casee 2: Suppose that it? G [0J. Then w \= ip and Vi?(i? C it? -*  v ^ -0). Hence, 
u?? |= 0 V i/?. Suppose that there is a v with i? C if and i? f= 0 V i/\ As if is ^-minimal, 
itt must be that v  ̂ ip. Hence, v \= 0. Sift v to obtain a i?i with i?i C i? and ui G [0]. 
Thenn v\ Cw and i?i G [0] U [i/)] : a contradiction. Therefore, it? G [0 V 0 ]. 

Therefore,, w G [0V-0]. 

(v),, (vi) and (vii) follow from the fact that the De Morgan rules and the Law of 
Doublee Negation hold for fde, from Lemma 4.2.8 and from (iii ) and (iv).
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4.2.12.. DEFIN IT ION. [Minimal Valuations Algorithm] Let <f>  be a formula. Then, 
thee Minimal Valuations Algorithm applied to 4> is denned as follows: 

1.. Put (p between double brackets. Then apply Deconstruction Rules (iii) , (iv), 
(v),, (vi) and (vii) , until no further application of one of these Deconstruction 
Ruless is possible. Use brackets, in order to avoid confusion. 

2.. Apply Deconstruction Rules (i) and (ii) , and solve, bottom up, the opera-
tionss © and <g> according to their definitions, until all occurences of © and 
<8>> have been treated. 

4 .2 .13.. T H E O R E M. Let (p be a formula. Then the Minimal Valuations Algorithm 
appliedapplied to <p generates exactly all (p-minimal valuations. 

Proof.Proof. By structural induction on <f>.  Use Lemma 4.2.11. D 

4.2.22 Finite States and Their Determiners 

Inn possible worlds semantics, the meaning of a formula 0 is identified with the 
sett [(f)]  of all possible worlds that validate 0, where a possible world is a total and 
consistentconsistent valuation. Partial information is represented by a multitude of possible 
worlds.. In the present context, the meaning of a formula 4> is identified with the 
sett |0] of minimal valuations required to validate <ƒ>. Restricting our discussion to 
thee consistent case, these consistent minimal valuations, which then are partial 
valuationss of Kleene's strong three-valued logic, state the minimal requirements 
possiblee worlds must fulfil l in order to be included in [0]. Hence, a possible world 
ww is an element of [0] if and only if there is a consistent v in [0] such that 
vv C w. Thus, it seems that the same information is conveyed by [0] and by \(j>\. 
However,, the accounts differ in their notion of relevance, which has an important 
repercussionn for the concept of 'information span', which is discussed below. 

Relevancee is definitely not a characteristic of the usual possible worlds ap-
proach.. Each possible world that validates "Góngora was portrayed by Velazquez" 
iss opinioned on every other formula of the language, regardless of its relevance 
too the subject matter of the represented information. This huge amount of addi-
tionall  'information' is the price paid for using a set of total valuations to represent 
partialpartial information. In this chapter, we avoid this situation by concentrating on 
thee set of minimal valuations required to validate the information to be repre-
sented.. Thus, a notion of relevance (albeit a crude one) is central to our way of 
informationn representation. 

Inn the inconsistent case, possible worlds semantics could be construed using, 
insteadd of classical logic, Priest's LP as underlying logic. LP employs total, but 
possiblyy inconsistent valuations. Thus, we would stay as close as possible to the 
standardd possible worlds semantics. (See for instance [Mares, 1998] on 'counter-
possiblee conditionals'). Here, we pursue the same strategy as in the consistent 
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casee sketched above. We shall use minimal fde-valuations to describe the minimal 
requirementss an 'inconsistent world1 must fulfil l in order to be included in [0]. 

Inn a possible worlds framework, an epistemic state a is identified with a set 
off  possible worlds. A formula 0 is supported by a if and only if every world w in 
aa validates 0. Here, following our intentions to discuss epistemic changes using 
minimall  valuations, we shall define analogues of these notions. A finite state K. 
iss a set of valuations that satisfies four conditions: 

4.2.14.. DEF IN IT ION. [Finite State] Let KL be a set of valuations. Then K is a 
finitefinite state, if 

(i)) / C ^ 0, 
(ii )) K is finite, 
(iii )) every w in KL is finite, 
(iv)) vWu;((u G K and w G /C) —> v (£_ w). 

Iff  /C — {0} , then /C is trivial. 

Sincee every formula of the language is satisfiable in fde, a finite state, which is 
aa representation of all the information we recieved thus far, can not be empty. In 
casee we do not have any information at all, the finite state is trivial  and should not 
imposee any constraint on the choice of minimal valuations validating the incoming 
information.. This situation is represented adequately by the finite state {0} . As 
00 is a subset of all total valuations w, the possible worlds analogue of {0}  would 
bee the set of all possible worlds, which indeed represents the epistemic state of 
totall  ignorance. 

Everyy formula 0 has a finite number of propositional variables, so we need only 
considerr finitely many valuations under which that formula is true. Moreover, 
eachh valuation itself wil l be finite as well, as the number of its truth-assigments 
too propositional variables is bounded by 0's number of propositional variables. 
Therefore, , 

4.2.15.. L E M M A . Let <f>  be a formula. Then [0] is a finite state. 

Eachh non-trivial finite state K, has a formula <9(/C), that characterizes it. In 
[Gardenfors,, 1988, p. 26], this formula is called the determiner of /C. Contrary 
too Gardenfors's notion of a determiner, we do not need to extend the language 
too incorporate infinite conjunctions. The determiner of a non-empty, finite set of 
valuationss W such that every Wi G W is finite is just a formula of the language 
T: T: 

4.2.16.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Determiner] Let W = {wi,..., wn} a non-empty, finite set 
off  valuations such that each Wi G W is finite. Then the determiner ofW, denoted 
byy <9(W), is defined to be 

0(w)) - V(A^)-
i= l l 
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Ass all the wvs in W are finite, 9(W) is a formula. 

Forr example, let W be {{p , -.g} , {p, -.p} , {g}} . Then W is a non-empty, finite set 
andd each w( G W is finite. Hence, d(W) = (pA -ig) V(pA ->p) V qr. 

Thee next lemma shows that the determiner d(fC) characterizes a non-trivial 
finitefinite state /C. Note that the trivial  finite state does not have a determiner.5 

4.2.17.. LEMMA (CHARACTERIZATION). Let JC = {wu...,wn} be a non-trivial 
finitefinite state. Then 

id(fC)]id(fC)]  = K. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that w e [<9(/C)J. Then, (i) w \= V?=i(Awt), and (ii) Vv(v C 
ww -* v ¥= 9{fC)). From (i) it follows by the Semantical Rules of fde that there is an i 
withh 1 < i < n such that w \= /\w{. Hence, there is an i with 1 < i < n such that 
WiWi C w. Suppose that Wi C w. Obviously, Wi \= /\Wi and, therefore, W{ \= d{K). By 
(ii) ,, however, it must be that Wi ^ <9(/C), contradicting the previous statement. Hence, 
WiWi <£ w and thus Wi — w. Therefore, w G K. 

Supposee that w € fC, that is, there is an i with 1 < i < n such that w — W{. 
Obviously,, Wi \= /\wi and, hence, wt f= d{K). Therefore, w (= d(fC). Suppose 3v(v C 
ww and v \= d{K)). Sift this v to obtain a v' such that v' € \d{K)\ and v' C v. Then 
v'v' C w, and, by the reasoning in the first part of this proof, from v' € [Ö(/C)J we obtain 
v'v' e K. Hence, there are u; e K and v' G K such that i / C w, contradicting the fact 
thatt K is a finite state. Hence, Vv(v c w -  v tf= d(JC)). Therefore, w € [Ö(/C)J.

4.2.18.. LEMMA . Lei /Ci and /C2 &e finite states. Suppose that both 

(i)) Vv(v G /Ci —> 3^(w G /C2 arcd u C u;)) 
(ii )) VW(IÜ G /C2 —» 3v(v G /Ci and w C v)). 

TTiercc /Ci = AC2. 

Proof.. Suppose v in K\. Then there is a w in /C2 such that v C w. Suppose that 
v^w.v^w. Then v Cw and there is a v' e K\ such that w C u'. Hence, there are t? and w' 
inn /Ci such that 1? C */, contradicting the fact that /Ci is a finite state. Therefore, v = w. 
Hence,, it must be that Vv(v e K\ -* 3w(w € /C2 and v = w)). By the same reasoning, 
startingg with a w in /C2, it must be that \fw(w e /C2 —» 3v(v € /Ci and UJ = v)). Hence, 
/Cii  C /C2 and KI2 Q JC\. Therefore, K\ = £2. D 

AA finite state K supports a formula 0, if cf> is validated by all valuations in 
JC.JC. This notion of support must be distinguished from the notion of 'information 
span'' which wil l be discussed more thoroughly in the next subsection. A formula 

5Onee might consider to introduce a formula T in the language, which is true under all 
valuations,, and stipulate that d({0} ) = T. This addition proves to be unnecessary for the 
resultss in this chapter and poses additional technical complications, which are the main reasons 
forr not following this policy. 
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4>4> is within the information span of a finite state /C, if 4> is validated by at least 
oneone valuation in /C. It should be noted that the latter concept does not function 
inn a standard possible worlds setting: every formula that is consistent with an 
epistemicc state a would be, regardless of the state's content, within that state's 
informationn span, for each world in a is fully opinioned. 

Too conclude this subsection, we note the fact that /C supports 4> if and only if 
/C'ss determiner implies (j>: 

4.2.19.. LEMMA. Let K be a non-trivial finite state and let cj> be a formula. Then 

d(fC)d(fC) h <A iff Vu;(u> € K -  w \= <j>). 

Proof.Proof. Let JC be {wi,...,wn}. Assume that d{K) f= (j>.  Suppose that w e K. 
Thenn there is an i with 1 < i < n such that w = Wi. Obviously, w \= /\Wi. Hence, 
ww \= \J"=1(/\Wi). Then w \= d(K). Therefore, by assumption, w |= 0. 

Assumee that Vw{w € K, —> w \= (f>). Suppose that v (= d(K). Then v j= \/?=1(/\Wi). 
Hence,, there is an i with 1 < i < n such that v \= /\Wi. Obviously, Wi C v. As Wi G /C, 
byy assumption, Wi \= <f>.  Therefore, v \= <f>.  n 

4.2.33 Finite States: Information Span 

Beforee we are in a position to study the properties of the information dynamics 
off  finite states, we must be able to say something about the information that is 
withinn the information span of a finite state. In the present section, this notion 
off  'information span' shall be explored. The definition below enables us to define 
aa relation on pairs of finite states ('The information span of K,\ is contained 
inn the information span of /C2'). Information spans play a crucial role in our 
representationn theorem for contraction later on. 

4.2.20.. DEFINITION. [Information Span] Let /C be a finite state and let 0 be a 
formula.. Then 4> is in the information span ofK, notation: <j>  -E /C, if the following 
holds: : 

0-E/CC iff 3w(w G /C and w \= 4>). 

'Thee information span of K\ is contained in the information span of /C2' can now 
bee expressed as follows: 

4.2.21.. DEFINITION. Let /Ci and JC2 be finite states. Then 

/C!</C22 iff V<K0E/C! -+0-E/C2). 

Fromm these definitions it follows that if two states have the same information 
span,, they are identical: 
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4.2.22.. L E M M A . Let JCi and /C2 be finite states. Then 

fCfCxx < K2 and K2 < Kx iff Id = K2. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that K\ < K2 and K2<K\. As Ky is a finite state, it has a finite 
numberr of elements. Let K\ = {v i , . . . , vn}. For all v in K\ it holds that v \= /\v. 
Hence,, for all v in K\ it holds that f\v E K\. Hence, by supposition, for all v in /Ci it 
holdss that f\v^K2. Hence, by definition, for all v in /Ci there is a w in fC2, such that 
ww h f\v. Hence, by the Semantical Rules of fde, for all v in Ki there is a w in /C2 such 
thatt v Cw, that is, Vv(u € £i -»  3IÜ(U; € £2 and v C w)). By the same reasoning, it 
mustt be that \fw(w e K2 -> Bv(v € fCi and w C v)). By Lemma 4.2.18, K.x = K2. 
Thee converse is obvious.

Hencee the relation < has some properties analogous to set-theoretical inclusion. 
Lett us introduce union and intersection for finite states as well: 

4 .2.23.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Set Maximalization] Let W be a set of valuations. Then 
thee maximalization ofW, denoted by max(VV), is defined to be 

max(W)) = {w e W : Vv(u e W -> w <£ v)}. 

4.2.24.. DEF IN IT ION. [Maximal Union and Intersection] Let Id and K2 be finite 
states.. Then the maximal union of fd and fC2, denoted by fd U /C2, and the 
maximalmaximal intersection of fCi and JC2, denoted by fd n fC2, are defined to be 

(i)) /CiU/C2 = max(/CiU/C2) 
(ii )) /Ci l~l /C2 = max({?; n w : u G /Ci and w e JC2}). 

Unionn and intersection for finite states behave as they should: 

4.2.25.. L E M M A . Let fC be a finite state. Then 

(i)) JCUJC = K 
(ii )) JCnfC = fC. 

Thee following two lemmas extend the analogy between the relation < and set-
theoreticall  inclusion. Since it is easy to check that the first lemma holds, only 
thee second is proved. 

4.2.26.. L E M M A . Let fCi and JC2 be finite states. Then 

(i)) fd n K2 < Id 
(ii )) fd n fC2 < K2 

(iii )) fd<KiU K2 

(iv)) K2<K1UfC2. 
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4.2.27.. LEMMA . Let /Ci, /C2, £3 , and /C4 be finite states. Suppose that K\ < JC3 

andand /C2 < /C4. TTien 

(i)) /Ci U /C2 < /C3 U £ 4 

(ii)) ACin/C2</C3nx;4. 

Proo/.. (i) Suppose that 0 E /Cx U JC2. Then 0 E max(/Ci U /C2). Hence, there is a 
vv in max(/Ci U fC2) such that f (= 0. It holds that v e ICi or v € /C2. Hence, 0 -E /Ci or 
00 E /C2. Hence, by the supposition that /Ci < /C3 and JC2 < /C4, it must be that 0 E £3 
orr 0 E /C4. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2.26(iii) and (iv), 0 E /C3 U £4. 

(ii )) Suppose that 0 E £1 n £2. Then 0 E max({v D w : v 6 K\ and w e /C2}) . 
Hence,, there are Vi in /Ci and Vj in £2 such that vi H t'j [= 0. Consider v». Obviously, 
itt holds that v{ (= A^ - Hence, it holds that f\vl-EK,i. Hence, by the assumption that 
K>\K>\  < ^ 3, it must be that A vi E £3. Hence, there is a wjt E /C3 such that ^ C u>fc. By 
thee same reasoning, there is a wi € /C4 such that Vj C it;/. Obviously, ^ n i>j C ^ n t u j. 
Hence,, wk n u>j |= 0. As the maximalization of {vilw :v E K3 and w G /C4}  only skips 
itffcc n wi in case there is a 11/ in {v n w : v e K.3 and w e £4}  such that wkC\wi C w', it 
mustt be that 0 E max({u D w : v 6 £3 and «7 e £4}). Therefore, 0 E /C3 n /C4. D 

Thee quasi-set-theoretical notions developed in this section serve as tools for 
analysingg the properties of contraction. The notion of a determiner of a finite 
statee wil l be instrumental in probing expansion. 

4.33 Operations of Information Change 

4.3.11 Expansion 

Inn classical systems of belief revision, expansion of a belief set K with a formula 
00 is the least problematic operation. So it is here. There is, nevertheless, a 
differencee in interpretation of the operation. In the system to be propounded 
here,, an expansion of the finite state /C with a formula 0 amounts to changing 
ourr finite state /C, which is a systematic representation of all the information 
wee received thus far, to incorporate the information that 0. The result of the 
adaptationn of our finite state is a new finite state /C + 0. 

4 .3 .1.. DEF IN IT ION. [Expansion] Let /C be a finite state and let 0 be a formula. 
Thenn the expansion of JC with 0, denoted by K + 0, is defined as follows: 

/CC + 0 = min({t> D w : w G K and v \= 0}) . 

Inn order to facilitate the proofs to come, we need the following lemma: 

4.3.2.. LEMMA . Let JC be a finite state and let 0 be a formula. Then 

££ + 0 = /C©[0]-
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Proof.Proof. Suppose that v E m\t)({v D w : w E fC and v (= 0}) . Then v f= 0 and 
theree is a wi E K such that Wi C v. Take Vj in [0] with v,- C v. It holds that Wi E /C 
andd Vj f= 0, and Vj U wz D wi. Hence, Wi U Vj E {v D w : w E K, and v \= <j>}. 
Obviously,, WtU Vj C v. Hence, it must be that W{\JVJ = v, since otherwise v would 
havee been skipped by the minimalization of {v D w : w E K and v f= 0} , which 
wouldd contradict our initial supposition. Therefore, v E {vUw : w E K and v E [0]} . 
Supposee that v £ min({v U w : w E K andv E [4>]}).  Then there must be a v' in 
{VDW.WEK{VDW.WEK and v E [0} }  such that v' C v. Then there must be a w'k in K and a v[ 
inn [0] such that v' = w'k\Jv[. It holds that w^ G /C and v\ \= 0 and w'kUv[ D w'k. Hence, 
«44 U v[ E {v D w : w E IC and v (= 0} . Therefore, v' E {v  ̂ w \ w E K and v (= 0} . 
Butt then u is skipped by the minimalization of {v D w : w E K and v (= 0} . Hence, 
vv  ̂ {v 2 w : w E K and v (= 0} : a contradiction. Therefore, u G min({t; U u> : w E 
KK andv E {</>]}),  that is, v E K © 10]. 

Too prove the other inclusion, suppose that v E m\n({v\Jw : w E K. and v E [0]}) -
Thenn there is a Wi in K and a Vj in [0] such that v = wi U Vj. It holds that wt E K and 
WiWi UVJ \= 0 and «;*  U Vj D w .̂ Hence, IÜ* U Vj E {v D io : iu G £ and v \= 0} . Therefore, 
^ G { ^ 3 u ; : w G ^^ and v [= 0} . Suppose that v £ min({t; D w : w E )C and v (= 0}) . 
Thenn there must be a, v' 'm {v Q w : w E JC and v \= 0}  such that v' C v. Then f' )= 0 
andd there is & w'k E IC such that w'k C t/. Take v| in [0j with v{  C v'. Consider w'k U vf. 
Itt holds that w'k U v[ C v'. Hence, ^^ U u{  C u. Moreover, since w'k E K and v\ E [0J, 
itt must be that w'kU v't E {v U w : w E )C and v G [0]} . But then v is skipped by 
thee minimalization of {v U w : w E K, and t; G [0]} . Hence, v £ min({v U w : w E 
KK and v E [0]}) : a contradiction. Therefore, v E min({x;  ̂ w : w E K. and v (= 0}) , 
thatt is, v E K, + 0. D 

Thee next lemma wil l be put to use in our representation theorem for expansion. 
Notee that if /C is trivial, then, by definition, K, + 0 = [0] . 

4 .3 .3.. LEMMA . Let K. be a non-trivial finite state and let 0 be a formula. Then 

/CC + 0 = [d(/C)A0j. 

Proof.Proof. By Lemma 4.3.2, Lemma 4.2.17 and Lemma 4.2.11(iii). D 

Propert iess of the Expansion Funct ion 

Thee following five postulates are similar to the first five (out of six) postulates in 
[Gardenfors,, 1988, p. 48-51] :6 

66 Update semantics, as set forth in [Veltman, 1996], can be mimicked with this expansion 
function,, on the condition that the starting set a of possible worlds always only contains worlds 
thatt differ finitely, a must be describable by a finite formula. 
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4.3.4.. DEF IN IT ION. [Postulates for Expansion] Let K and K' be non-trivial finite 
statess and let <fi  be a formula. An expansion operator, f, is any operator satisfying 
thee following postulates: 

(/CC f 1) K, f 4> is a non-trivial finite state 

(/Cf2)) 0 ( / C f 0 ) M 
(/Cf3)) ö(/Ct0)(=W) 
(/CC f 4) If 0{/Q |= 0, then Ö(/C) |= d(K \ 4>) 
{K{K  f 5) If d(K) h ö(/C'), then d{K \ <p) |= Ö(/C' f 0). 

Ourr next theorem shows that, using finite states rather than belief sets, we do 
not,, unlike Gardenfors, need an additional postulate to secure uniqueness. 

4.3.5.. T H E O R EM (UNIQUENESS). Let\ and% be expansion operators, satisfying 
(/CC f 1) through (K, f 5). Then for all formulas (j) it holds that K f <p = fc t 4>-

Proof.Proof. It will suffice to show that both (a) d(K f <f>)  \= d{K % 4>) and (b) d(K \ <p) \= 
d(Kd(K f <j>).  for, by Lemma 4.2.8 and Lemma 4.2.17, it follows from (a) and (b) that 
/Cf00 = K\(j). First, because of (/Cfl), both d(K]4>) and d{K\4>) are formulas. By (/Cf2), 
itt must be that d{K W)\=<j>.  Hence, by (fC f 4), we obtain (i) d(K f <f)) \= d{{K f 0) %<j>). 
Byy (A3 f 3), it must be that d(K f </>)  (= d{K). Hence, by (/C f 5), we obtain (ii) 
0((/CC f 0) t 0) h ^(/C | <f>).  From (i) and (ii) , it follows that (a). Of course, (b) can be 
provedd analogously. Therefore, fC\ <f>  = K. X <f>.  D 

4.3.6.. T H E O R EM (REPRESENTATION T H E O R EM F OR EXPANSION). Let K be a 

non-trivialnon-trivial finite state and let § be a formula. Then /Cf0 satisfies (/Cfl ) through 
(/Cf5)) ifJK]4> = K + ^. 

Proof.Proof. Because of Theorem 4.3.5, it will suffice to show that K + (p satisfies (K, f 1) 
throughh [K  f 5). The first three follow from Lemma 4.3.3. 

(/CC f 4) Suppose that d(K) (= 4>. Since fde is reflexive, it holds that d{K) j= d(K-). 
Hence,, d{K) |= 0(£) A <f>.  From Lemma 4.3.3, we get 0(/C) A <£ |= d(/C + 0). Therefore, 
d(/C)) |= d{K -f 0), since fde is transitive. 

(/Cf5)) Suppose that d(K) \= d(K'). From Lemma 4.3.3 we obtain both d{!C+<j))  \= <j> 
andd d{K + <f>)  \= d(IC). Combining the latter with our supposition, it must be that 
d{Kd{K + <j>)  \= <9(/C'), since fde is transitive. Hence, d(/C + 0) (= d(/C') A 0. From 
Lemmaa 4.3.3 we get d{K') A <f>  \= d{K' + (p). Therefore, d{K + (j>)  (= 0(/C' + <£).

Thee following theorem relates iterated expansion to conjunction. 

4.3.7.. T H E O R EM ( I T E R A T ED EXPANSION). LetJC be a finite state and letcf) and 
i\)i\)  be formulas. Then 

{K{K  + <t>)+ip  = JC + {<f)AiP). 
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Proof.Proof. If K = {0} , then for all \ it holds that K + \ = hi by definition. 
Lemmaa 4.2.11(iii) does the job. Otherwise, by Lemma 4.3.2, it holds that (/C + 0) + V = 
(K(K 0 [0]) e [ # By Lemma 4.2.17, K has a determiner such that K = \d{K)\. The 
prooff  can be completed, using Lemma 4.2.8, Lemma 4.2.11(iii), and Lemma 4.3.2. D 

Sincee conjunction is commutative, the order of the formulas with which a finite 
statee is expanded is irrelevant to the result: 

4.3.8.. COROLLARY. Let K be a finite state and let 0 and -0 be formulas. Then 

{K{K + 0) + V = (AC + i0) + 0. 

4.3.22 Contraction 

Intuitively,, if we contract a finite state K with a formula 0, we skip all sufficient 
evidencee for 0 from the elements of our finite state, so that 0 can not be among 
thee formulas which are within the information span of the resulting finite state, 
ass there will be no residual evidence for 0 left in it. Hence, 0 is not within the 
informationn span of K — 0. Moreover, all logical consequences which were in the 
informationn span of K, 'just because' 0 was within the information span of K will 
bee removed as well. 

First,, we provide two definitions of contraction, one of which is, to the best 
off  my knowledge, the first recursive definition of contraction in the literature, 
andd secondly, we shall show that these definitions are equivalent. The recursive 
definitionn offers more insight into the handling of complex formulas than the 
directt definition. Moreover, we can use the results of earlier contractions of K 
too compute the contraction of /C with a more complex formula. On the other 
hand,, the direct definition is more convenient in case we study the metalogical 
propertiess of the system. 

4.3.9.. DEFINITION. [Contraction] Let K be a finite state and let 0 be a formula. 
Thenn the contraction of JC with 0, denoted by K, — 0, is defined as follows: 

KK - 0 = max({i> C w : w € K and v \£ 0}) . 

4.3.10.. DEFINITION. [Recursive Contraction] Let K be a finite state and let 0 
bee a formula. Then the recursive contraction of K with 0, denoted by K ~ 0, is 
definedd recursively as follows: 

(i)) K ~ p = max({u;\{p}  : w e K}) 
(ii )) K ~ -ip = max({u;\{^p}  : w € fC}) 

(iii )) JC ~ (0! A ip2) = {JC ~ 0i) u {K ~ i)2) 
(iv)) / C - ( ^ V ^ ) = (K ~ ^i ) n (K ~ i\)2). 
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Thesee rules suffice to define the contraction of any formula (f> from /C, since the 
Dee Morgan rules and the Law of Double Negation hold for fde. For instance, 
K.K. ~ - ^ A ip2) equals K. ~ (-1 1̂ V ^ 2 ) - which, according to (iv), amounts to 

(JC(JC ~ ->0i) n (JC ~ -^2)-
Byy structural induction on 0, we can show that Contraction and Recursive 

Contractionn are equivalent: 

4 .3 .11.. THEOREM. Let K be a finite state and let 0 be a formula. Then 

KK — 4> — /C ~ 0. 

Propert iess of the Contract ion Funct ion 

Inn the present context, Gardenfors's postulates for contraction cannot be straight-
forwardlyy applied, as the standard postulates have been devised for belief sets. 
Wee propose to translate them into the language of finite states, using previous 
definitions.. We only need four of Gardenfors's eight postulates plus an additional 
postulatee for our representation theorem. The reader can easily check, however, 
thatt all translations of Gardenfors's eight postulates hold, except for the hotly 
debatedd Recovery postulate.7 

4.3.12.. DEF IN IT ION. [Postulates for Contraction] Let JC and JC' be finite states 
andd let 0 be a formula. A contraction operator, —, is any operator satisfying the 
followingg postulates: 

(JC (JC 
(JC-(JC-
(JC-(JC-
(JC (JC 
(JC-(JC-

1)) JC—(f> is a f init e s t a te (Closure) 
2)2) )C-<fi<JC (Inclusion) 
3)) If <f>  £ JC, t h en JC-cb = K (Vacuity) 

)) <f>  $. / C -0 (Success) 
 If JC < JC', then JC-<j>  < JC-<j> (Monotonicity). 

Thee last property of this list is not among the AGM-postulates.8 Gardenfors 
discussess the property under the same name (JC—M) and argues against it, be-
causee it is, in the context of belief sets, equivalent to its counterpart (JC x M) , 
whichh he previously showed to be unsound [Gardenfors, 1988, p. 59-60]. In the 
presentt setting, (JC-M) is satisfied, but (JC x M) not. [Pais and Jackson, 1992] 
introducess a similar but weaker postulate Partial Monotonicity. 

7Inn the present setting, Recovery would amount to the following: fC < (JC-<p) + <p. For a 
counterexample:: let K, be fpAqj, and let 0 be pVq. As is well-known, Recovery is, in case belief 
revisionn is studied for epistemological reasons, the least plausible of Gardenfors's postulates for 
contraction.. [Hansson, 1999a] presents the central counter-examples which hinge on the justifi-
catoryy structure of the beliefs involved. As the other translations of Gardenfors's postulates are 
satisfiedd by our contraction function, our contraction function is, following [Makinson, 1987], a 
finitefinite state based withdrawal function. 

8[Alchourrón,, Gardenfors, and Makinson, 1985]. 
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Al ll  traditional contraction functions, such as partial meet contraction9, safe 
contraction10,, and contraction based on epistemic entrenchment11, depend on an 
extra-logicall  element. The chief argument for adopting an extra-logical element, 
suchh as a selection function or an ordering of the formulas, is the fact that the only 
contractionn function defined by logical means alone, that is, full meet contraction 
[Alchourrón,, Gardenfors, and Makinson, 1985, p. 512], gives rise to a trivial op-
eration.122 As we have seen, in the present context, contraction has been defined 
withh logical means alone. Since our contraction function does not lead to the 
undesirablee results that full meet contraction had within the usual classical set-
tingg of belief change, AGM's arguments against defining contraction without an 
extra-logicall  element are out of place in our approach. 

Standardd AGM-contractions allow for different non-equivalent contraction 
functionss satisfying the postulates (AC—1) through (ZC—8). (ZC—M): however, 
guaranteess uniqueness of the function, if (AC—1) through (ZC—4) are present: 

4.3.13.. THEOREM (UNIQUENESS). Let — and — be contraction functions, sat-
isfyingisfying (/C—1) through (/C—4) and (fC—M). Then for all formulas 0 it holds that 
K—(j)K—(j) — fc—<P-

Proof.Proof. On the basis of (AC—4), it holds that 0 £ K,—<j) and 0 $_ ZC—0. By (ZC—1), 

bothh K—0 and ZC—0 are finite states. Hence, by (ZC—3), we obtain (ZC—0)—0 — K,—(f) 

andd (ZC—0)—0 = tC—0. Moreover, by (ZC—2), we have ZC—0 < ZC and ZC—0 < ZC. Prom 

this,, using (ZC—M), it follows that (JC—cf))— ̂< fC—4> and {}C—4>)—(j) < K,—<j). Using the 

equalitiess established previously, it must be that K—(f> < KL—cf) and K—(j> <] ZC—0. Prom 

Lemmaa 4.2.22 it follows that ZC—0 — K—<j). Ü 

4.3.14.. T H E O R EM (REPRESENTATION T H E O R EM FOR C O N T R A C T I O N ). Let K, 

bebe a finite state and let <fi  be a formula. Then IC—(f> satisfies (AC—1) through (ZC—4) 

andand {K-M) iff K~<j) = ZC - 0. 

Proof.Proof. Because of Theorem 4.3.13, i t wil l suffice to show that tC — <j)  satisfies (ZC—1) 

throughh (ZC—4) and (K—M). The first four postulates follow directly from the definition 

off  ZC — 0. To prove (ZC—M), assume that fC < ZC'. Suppose that tp -E K — <j).  Then there 

iss a f in ZC — 0 with v j= if). Hence, there is a w in ZC with v Qw and v \= ip and v ^ 0. 

99 [Alchourrón, Gardenfors, and Makinson, 1985]. 
100 [Alchourrón and Makinson, 1985]. 
111 [Gardenfors and Makinson, 1988]. 
12Iff  K is a theory such that 0 G K, then the full meet contraction of 0 from K, denoted by 

UT~0,, is defined to be C\{Kl-4>), where KL<j>  is the set of all maximal subsets K' of K such that 
K'K' \f 0. Observation 2.1 of [Alchourrón and Makinson, 1982] shows what goes wrong: if 0 e K, 
thenn K ~4> = KC\ Cn(^(f>), which is far too small, since the contraction skips all sentences from 
KK that are not consequences of -></>. For instance, let K be Cn(p A q) and let 0 be q. Then 
pp $. K ~#. (Using the machinery of the present chapter, let ZC be [pAq] and let 0 be q. Then 
fcfc 0 M — [pi-) The situation for full meet Levi contractions is even worse. See Theorem 5.3 of 
[Hanssonn and Olsson, 1995]. 
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Hence,, /\w E KL. Therefore, by assumption, f\w E. K'. Hence, there is a w' in K.' with 
ww C w'. Summarizing, there is a w' in K! with v C w' and u ^ 0 and f |= ^. Hence, 
vv E {v C w' : w' G K,' and v \£ 0} . As the maximalization of this set only skips v in 
favourr of a superset of v, there will be an element in K' - 0 that validates %j). Hence, 
tj)tj)  E AC' - 0. Therefore, if K < K', then K - 0 < K' - 0. Ü 

Iteratedd contraction is related to disjunction: 

4.3.15.. THEOREM (ITERATED CONTRACTION). Let AC be a finite state and let 
00 and ifi  be formulas. Then 

(AC-0)-</?? = AC-(0V?//). 

ProofProof Since, by Definition 4.3.10 and Theorem 4.3.11, it holds that K - (0 V -0) = 
(ACC — 0) n (K — 0), it suffices to prove (a) (AC — 0) n (AC - ip) < (K — 0) — ip and (b) 
(ACC — 0) - i>  < {K — 0) n (AC - -0)- The identity is then established by Lemma 4.2.22. 

(a)) By Lemma 4.2.26, it must be that both (i) {K - 0) n {K - ip) < K - 0 and (ii) 
(K(K — 0) n (fC — tjj)  < K — ip. Because of the Representation Theorem and (AC—4) it holds 
thatt ip £ IC - ip, it follows from (ii) that ^ £ (AC - 0) n {K - iji).  Hence, by (/C.-3), it 
holdss that (iii ) ((AC - 0) n (AC - tp)) - ip = {K - 0) n [K - -0). By (i) and {tC-M), it 
mustt be that (()C — 0) l~l (AC — ip)) — ip < {K, — 0) — ijj,  which, together with (iii) , gives 
uss (a). 

(b)) By the Representation Theorem and (AC—2) it must be that (AC-0)-'0<AC — 0 
andd K, — <j>  <K. Applying {K — M) to the latter gives us (/C — 0) — ip < K — tp. By 
Lemmaa 4.2.27 and Lemma 4.2.25, it must be that (AC - 0) - -0 < (AC - 0) n (AC - \p).ü 

Duee to the commutativity of disjunction, it immediately follows that the order in 
whichh formulas are contracted from a finite state has no influence on the result: 

4.3.16.. COROLLARY. Let K be a finite state and let 0 and tp be formulas. Then 

{K,-4>)~ii>{K,-4>)~ii> = (K - 1>) - 0. 

4.3.33 Revision 

Finally,, revision of a finite state K with a formula 0 can be thought of as changing 
aa finite state K with the claim that there is only evidence for (and not against) 
0.. This can be modelled in two ways, the second of which is an adaption of a 
proposall  in [Hansson, 1993] to the present context. 

4.3.17.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Levi Identity] Let AC be a finite state and let 0 be a for-
mula.. Then the revision of K, with 0, denoted by AC x 0, is defined to be 

ACC x 0 = (AC - -.0) + 0-
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4.3.18.. DEFINITION. [Reversed Levi Identity] Let K be a finite state and let <p 
bee a formula. Then the reversed revision of K with 4>, denoted by K xr 0, is 
definedd to be 

/CC x r <p = {K + <p) - -i0. 

Usingg the Levi Identity always leads to a finite state K, x <p that supports <p. 
Hence,, d(JC x <p) (= (p. Note that -up might be within the information span of 
fCx<p.fCx<p. (Consider, for instance, /C x (p A ->p).) Conversely, applying the Reversed 
Levii  Identity always results in a finite state K xr<p that does not have ->(p within its 
informationn span. Hence, it holds that -><p£ K,xr<p. It is possible, though, that <p 
iss not supported by fC x r <f>  either. (Consider, once again, K xr (pA->p).) Special 
representationn theorems for these revision functions have not been thoroughly 
studiedd yet. 

4.44 Extractors: Operations of Belief Retrieval 

Thee formal apparatus developed so far enables us to attach to each formula, 
consistentt or inconsistent it may be, a finite state. Which set of beliefs can we 
plausibyy extract from this state, under the constraint that this set of extracted be-
liefss has to be consistent? Several alternative consequence relations, constructed 
alongg different lines, will be adequate to this task.13 Hence, our investigations 
intoo these consequence relations will be of a tentative sort, since there are no 
primaprima facie reasons in favor of one of the four alternatives which we shall discuss. 

Here,, we shall first distinguish two functions on finite states that make in-
consistentt valuations consistent and define extractors in terms of these functions. 
Thee first function, the consistency forcer ƒ, just ignores literals which appear con-
tradictorilyy in a contradictory valuation. The second one, the consistency forcer 
g,g, takes maximal consistent subvaluations of a contradictory valuation, thereby 
retainingg literals which appear contradictorily in it. 

Next,, we consider a selection function that serves as a criterion on the ba-
siss of which we may neglect some valuations. Before applying one of our two 
consistency-forcingg functions, we may, but must not, use this selection function. 
Hence,, four different consequence relations are generated. Given the present re-
sults,, a principled choice between these consequence relations can not be made. 
Instead,, we shall list some arguments in favor of each of them. 

133 A systematic overview of consequence relations devised for reasoning from inconsistent un-
prioritizedd knowledge bases is presented in [Benferhat, Dubois, and Prade, 1997]. Semantics for 
theirr consequence relations have been provided recently (See [Batens, manuscript]). Benferhat, 
Duboiss and Prade also investigate into the 'syntax-sensitivity' of their consequence relations, 
distinguishingg four types of syntax-sensitivity. Contrary to the consequence relations discussed 
byy them, the consequence relations to be defined in the present chapter are insensitive to all 
fourr types. 
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4.4.11 Making /C Consistent 

Informally,, a simple preference relation on partial valuations motivates the defini-
tionn of these consequence relations. The minimal and consistent partial valuations 
satisfyingg a certain formula are preferred over the minimal and inconsistent valu-
ationss satisfying the same formula, if any. If there are such consistent valuations 
inn the finite state under discussion, we do not want any surprising logic. (Here, 
thee logic ruling the consistent case amounts to Kleene's strong three-valued logic.) 
Therefore,, if the finite state which serves as the starting-point has a consistent 
valuationn among its elements, all four extractors coincide. 

Onn the other hand, if there are no minimal and consistent valuations satisfying 
thee formula in question, then our reasoning has to be carried out on the basis of the 
minimall  and inconsistent valuations satisfying that formula. These inconsistent 
valuationss must be processed in some way or other, since all of them satisfy some 
contradiction.. We shall describe two related ways of processing the inconsistent 
valuationss guaranteeing that the beliefs that are based on them are consistent. 

[Restalll  and Slaney, 1995] uses a vocabulary to extract consistent subsets from 
aa set of formulas K closed under fde. A vocabulary V is a set of propositional 
variables,, and the restriction of K with V equals the set of formulas in K built 
fromm the propositional variables in V. If one chooses only propositional variables 
pp in V which are consistent in K (that is, pA^pgK), then the restriction of K 
withh V is consistent. 

Inn the present setting, Restall and Slaney's proposal amounts to skipping all 
contradictoryy literals from all valuations in K,L.lA Restricting all valuations w in 
K,K,11-- to its consistent literals is just taking the co-valuations w of all w in K. So, 
iff  ^CT = 07 in order to guarantee that the reliable conclusions based on the given 
inconsistentt information are classically consistent, their proposal tells us to work 
withh the co-valuations w of valuations w in /Cx. In this way, the joint consistency 
off  the 'beliefs' licensed by a finite state is secured, also in case when that state 
onlyy contains inconsistent valuations. 

AA similar (as a matter of fact slightly stronger) extractor is defined thus: in 
casee KT = 0, we might consider the maximal consistent subvaluations of the 
inconsistentt valuations in JC1. For instance, consider p A ^p A q. Then its min-
imall  valuations are given by the finite state {{p , -ip, <?}}, whose single valua-
tionn is inconsistent. Taking its maximal consistent subvaluations would give us 
{{p,q},{{p,q}, {^p,q}}- Then d{{{p,q}, {~ip,q}}) \= P V -p, although the first conse-
quencee relation does not give us p V ->p as a conclusion, since $({{<?}} ) \£ V v ""P-

Lett us make these ideas precise with a couple of definitions: 

Forr K and AC1-, see Definition 4.2.7. 
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4.4.1.. DEFINITION. [Consistency Forcers] Let K be a finite state. Then the co-
valuationsvaluations of /C, denoted by /(/C), and the maximally consistent subvaluations of 
/C,, denoted by <?(/C), are defined to be 

f(K)f(K) = {w : w e K,} 

g{fC)g{fC) — max({f : v C w and w € JC and v is consistent }) . 

4.4.2.. DEFINITION. Let /C be a finite state and let x e {ƒ, g}. Then 

(( xiK1-), if/CT = 0 

[[  /CT, otherwise. 

4.4.3.. DEFINITION. [Belief Extractors] Let /C be a finite state, let 0 be a formula, 
andd let x <E {ƒ,g}. If }CX = {0} , then ÏC\fix (ft for all 0 G T. Otherwise, 

K^K x̂x(j>(j>  iff ^ ( / y h 0-

Ass an example, let K, be [p A -i(p A g) A r] , the first information base discussed in 
thee introductory Cervantes-example. Obviously, K, \nj pA->(pAq)Ar. Expanding 
K,K, with q, we obtain K + q\^f (p V g) A r, but /C + q \fif p and IC + q\fif q. If we 
noww contract this last state with p: then {K + q) — P\K,J q A ->(p A q) A r. The 
readerr can easily check that all these statements hold for #-based extraction as 
well.. Unlike /-based extraction, it holds that K. + q \ ĝ p\Z-<p and K + q \ag qV-^q. 

Theree are two arguments in favor of /-based extraction. First, it is the weakest 
extractorr of the four alternative extractors we shall discuss (Theorem 4.4.10). 
Secondly,, it conforms to six out of seven conditions for Preferential Reasoning 
ass described by Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (Theorem 4.4.4). It is far from 
obvious,, however, that these conditions have normative force within the present 
context. . 

Likewise,, there are two arguments in favor of <?-based extraction. First, unlike 
thee /-based extraction, g-based contraction gives literals appearing inconsistently 
inn the relevant valuations and literals that do not appear in the relevant valuations 
aa different treatment. Secondly, the consistency forcer g is a special case of 
contractionn (Theorem 4.4.6). 

Somee Properties of /-Based and p-Based Extractio n 

Lett us check some properties of our extractors, using the categorization of non-
monotonouss systems in [Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor, 1990]. As noted, it is 
nott clear whether Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor's conditions have normative 
forcee within the present context. Theorem 4.4.4 does enable a comparison of 
somee properties of /-based extraction with familiar conditions on nonmonotonic 
reasoning.. Representation theorems for /-based extraction or g-based extraction 
havee not been found yet. 
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Wee shall show that the /-based extractor satisfies four out of five of Kraus, 
Lehmannn and Magidor's conditions for Cumulative Reasoning,15 whereas the con-
ditionn that does not hold, that is, Reflexivity, can be modified into Conditional 
Reflexivity.Reflexivity. Since our extractors do not satisfy Reflexivity, And loses its status 
ass a derived rule and becomes an independent one. Additionally, the rule Or 
holdss for /-based extraction.16 Hence, the properties of /-based extraction are, 
exceptt for the change of Reflexivity into Conditional Reflexivity, similar to Kraus, 
Lehmannn and Magidor's Preferential Reasoning. 

4.4.4.. THEOREM. Let (p, ip, and x be formulas and let x € {ƒ, g}. Then 

(i)) ^ ^x  ̂ (Conditional ReHexivity) 

MM  K ^ 

(ii )) — — — ——-— {Left Logical Equivalence) 
MM K x 

(iii )) M ^ ^ 1= X (Right Weakening) 

(( [*AflN/ X M&*  (Cut) 

MM  N/ x 

(v)) M N/ * M N/ x (Cautious Monotonicity) 

(vi)) W N ^ M K x w 

[0]]  K ^ A x 

(vii )) " " » ' *  ' * " » ' *  fOrj 
15Cumulativee Reasoning consists of the inference rules Reflexivity, Left Logical Equivalence, 

RightRight Weakening, Cut, and Cautious Monotonicity. Preferential Reasoning consists of the 
inferencee rules for Cumulative Reasoning and the inference rule Or. 

16Withinn g-based extraction, Cut, Cautious Monotonicity and Or are not valid. (Since the 
threee counterexamples hinge on formulas which are tautologies in classical logic, it might be that 
thesee nonmonotonic inference relations do hold for the classical version of (/-based extraction.) 

Too refute Cut, take <j>  = (pA-^p)V(qA~<q)V(pArA-^r)W(-^pArA^r)\/(qAsA^s)W(-^qAsA-'s), 
x/jx/j = ((pV-ip) A(T-V-ir) ) V((qV->q) A(sV->s)), and \ = (P  ̂ ^P) A (q V ~^q). Then [0 A-0] Ng X 
andd [0] ĝ ip and \4>\ ty9 x-

Too refute Cautious Monotonicity, take <f>  = {pA->p) V(pAqA->q) V(-^pAqA->q), ip = gv-igVr, 
andd x = 1 V ^q. Then [0J ^ s ^ and [<ƒ>] f«ff x and \4> A ip\ tyg x-

Too refute Or, take 0 = (pA->p) V (pAqA->q), ip — qA-^q, and x = -ipVqV-<q. Then [0] |=»ff x 
andd [i/>] ^ x and {<j>  V ^J ^ 9 x-
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Proof,Proof, (i) Suppose that {<f>}  \vx ip. Then ip is consistent. Hence, [^] T  ̂ 0. Then, 
bl>hbl>h = M T - Hence, d([ip] x) = d([ip] T). Since iw (= ^ for all w in | ^JT , it follows, by 
Lemmaa 4.2.19, that d(\^]x) \= ip. Therefore, [ip]  fcx ip. 

(ii )) Immediately from Lemma 4.2.8. 

(iii )) Suppose that [<ƒ>] fcx ip and ip (= x- Then, by definition, c?([0]x) |= ip. Since 
'f='' is transitive, it follows that d([0]]x) |= x- Therefore, [0j fex x-

(iv)) Suppose that [0 A ip] \af x and \(f>\ \üf ip. 
Supposee that [0 A ^ ] T ^ 0. Then [<pf  ^ 0. Take a w in | 0 ]T . Then w f= 0 and, 

byy the global supposition, w^=ip, as d{[<p] T) (= ^. Hence, u; \= 4>Aip. Then, there is a 
v'mv'm [<j>  A $}T with t )C©. Since by the global assumption it holds that v f= x, it must 
bee that w \= X- Hence, d({<p] T) [= X- Therefore, [0] ^ / * . 

Supposee that [0 A </>]]T = 0. Suppose that [0] T ^ 0. Take a iw in [0] T . Then IÜ is 
consistent,, w \= 0, and, by the same argument as in the previous case, w \= ip. Hence, 
(p(p A ip is consistent. Therefore, |[0 A -0]T 7̂  0: a contradiction. Hence, |0JT = 0. It is 
provedd that under the given circumstances [0] = {0 A ip}: Suppose that u; € J0]. Then 
iuu |= 0 and, by the global assumption, w f= ip. Hence, w \= cpAip. Suppose that v C w. 
Thenn v tf= 0. Hence, v ^ 0 A ip. Therefore, w € |0 A ip}. Suppose, to prove the other 
inclusion,, we [0 A ip]. Then w f= 0. Suppose that t> C tu. Then 17 ^ 0 A ip. Suppose 
thatt v f= 0. Then it must be that v  ̂ ip. From v (= 0, it follows that there is a v' with 
v'' C u and t>' € [0]. By the global assumption, it must be that v' (= ^. Hence, v' (= ^ 
andd v \= ip: a, contradiction. Therefore, v \£ 0. Therefore, IU 6 [0]. Finally, [0] \&f x-

(v)) Suppose that [0J ^ / -0 and [0J \nj x-
Supposee that [0 A ip}T  ̂ 0. Then [0] T ^ 0. Take a w in [0 A ip}T. Then iw h 0-

Thenn there is a v in [0] with v C w. By the global assumption, it must be that v f= x-
Then,, w |= x- Hence, d([0 A V] T) h X- Therefore, [0 A ip] fcf x-

Supposee that [0 A ip}T = 0. By the same train of arguments as in the proof of (iv), 
itt must be that [0 A ip]  = [0]. Therefore, [0 A ip]  ^ \-

(vi)) Suppose that |0] fox ip and [0] fcx x- Then, by definition, <9([0JX) f= ip and 
d(l<t>]x)d(l<t>]x)  N X- Hence, 0([0JX) |= V A X. Therefore, [0] fsx ip A x-

(vii )) Suppose that [0] \* f \ and [ip]  fcf x-
Supposee that |0 V ip}T ^ 0. Take a w in [0 V ip}T. Then, by Lemma 4.2.11(iv), it 

mustt be that w e [0] T or w £ | ^ ] T . In both cases, by the global supposition, it must 
bee that w \= x> Hence, d([<f>  V ip] r) \= x- Therefore, [0 V ip]  ^ / x-

Supposee that j[0 V V] T = 0. Then |[0]T = 0 and {ip}7 = 0- Take a w in [0 V t/;]1. 
Then,, by Lemma 4.2.11(iv), it must be that w € J0]-1 or w € l^] - 1. In both cases, by 
thee global supposition, it must be that w\=x- Hence, d{f(\<p V ip}-1)) (= x- Therefore, 
[00 V 10] fcf x-

Too establish a connection between the consistency forcer g and the contrac-
tionn function of the previous section, we introduce the notion of a finite state's 
inconsistencyinconsistency determiner, a formula indicating which propositional variables oc-
curr inconsistently in one of the valuations of the finite state. Note that different 
finit ee states can have identical inconsistency determiners. 
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4.4.5.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Inconsistency Determiner] Let /C be a finite state, such that 
fCfC11-- ^ 0. Then the inconsistency determiner of IC, denoted by  is defined 
too be 

dd (tC)(tC) = \J{pA^p:pePV&ndpA-np^ £ } . 

Thee inconsistency determiner of a finite state K can be used to define a spe-
ciall  contraction operation that makes /C consistent. This operation resembles 
Hansson'ss operator of consolidation [Hansson, 1999b. p. 420]. 

Contractingg a finite state /C that contains at least one contradictory valuation 
withh its inconsistency determiner  amounts to taking its maximal consistent 
valuationss g(fC). In this way, a strong connection has been established between 
informationn contraction and <?-based extraction. 

4.4.6.. T H E O R E M. Let K be a finite state, such that IC1-  ̂ 0. Then 

K-dK-d (JC)(JC) = g(K). 

Proof.Proof. Let {pi , . . . ,pn} be the set of all atoms p for which there is a valuation w 
inn K with {p, ~>p) C w. This set is non-empty by hypothesis, and it is finite because /C 
iss a finite state. Hence, K —  (fC) 

==  K- ((pi A-.p i ) V-- - V (pn A-ipn)) 

== max({v C w : w G K and v ty= (p\ A ~>p\) V  V (pn A -ipn)}) 

==  max({v C w : w G K and v \£ Pi A ->pi and ... and v ty= pn A ->pn} ) 

== max({t; C w : w G K, and v is consistent}) 

==  g{K). 

D D 

4.4.22 Selecting JC^s Most Consistent Valuations 

Considerr the set of formulas {p, ->p, ->q, p V r ^ V s ] . 1 7 The finite state JC = 
{{p ,, ->p, q, ->q}, {p, "ip, -*q, s}} contains the minimal valuations of the conjunction 
off  all formulas in this set. It is clear from the start that p must behave incon-
sistently.. With regard to g, on the other hand, there are two possibilities: q 
cann behave inconsistently as well as consistently. The extractors ƒ and g treat 
thesee possibilities on equal terms, that is, no preference is given to 'only p is 
inconsistent'' above 'both p and q are inconsistent'. Hence, JC\fif s and K \feg s. 

17Thee example has been taken from [Batens, forthcoming]. The choice function to be defined 
inn the present section leads to an inconsistency-adaptive logic in Batens's sense. These are 
logicss between a monotonie upper limit logic and a paraconsistent monotonie lower limi t logic 
interpretingg formulas as consistently as possible. In the terminology of the present chapter, we 
mayy choose as an upper limit logic Kleene's strong three-valued logic and as a lower limit logic 
fde.. An introduction into inconsistency-adaptive logics can be found in the series of papers 
[Batens,, 1980], [Batens, 1989], and [Batens, 1986]. 

http://A-.pi
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Inn defining /-based and #-based extraction, a choice function, albeit a crude 
one,, was already put in use: if K contains consistent valuations, stick to JCJ', 
otherwisee use yC>. There are no pressing reasons to demand that all of JC^s 
inconsistentt valuations must be given equal consideration. We could ignore those 
valuationss which require more literals to behave inconsistently than other incon-
sistentt valuations, thereby choosing the most consistent valuations in K. In the 
examplee above, this amounts to restricting K to {{p , -np, -.g, s}} , since all of its 
inconsistentt literals are contained in the valuation {p,-<p, <?,-^}, which contains 
ann extra inconsistently behaving literal as well. Denoting the intended restriction 
off  K by £*, it now holds that K* faf s and /C*  \vg s. 

Too make this idea precise, we need to define a choice function selecting the 
mostt consistent valuations from a set of valuations. This can be done as follows: 

4.4.7.. DEF IN IT ION. Let K be a finite state. The set of K 's most consistent 
valuations,valuations, denoted by /C\ is defined to be: 

K,*K,*  = {w e fC : w — w e m\n({w - w : w e IC})}. 

Lett us first show that this definition is well behaved: 

4.4.8.. LEMMA . Let K be a finite state. Then 

(i)) IfJCT = 0, thenJC* C ^ . 
(ii )) If)C ^ 0 , thenlC* = JCT. 

Proof,Proof, (i) Suppose that KT = 0. Then JC = tC , since K contains only inconsistent 
valuations.. Hence, tC* C K.1. 

(ii )) Suppose that /CT / 0. Take a u in fCT. Then u e IC and u - ü = 0. Hence, 
00 6 {w - w : w € K}. Suppose that v € JC*. Then it must be that v - v = 0, since 
otherwisee 0 C v - v and v would be skipped because of the presence of u. Therefore, 
vv <E /CT. To prove the other inclusion, suppose that v e JCT. Then v e fC and v -v = 0. 
Hence,, since there can be no w in K, with w - w C v - v, it must be that v G JC*. D 

Now,, we can combine the /-based and #-based extractors with our function se-
lectingg the most consistent valuations. 

4.4.9.. D E F I N I T I O N. [Selective Belief Extractors] Let /C be a finite state, let <f>  be 
aa formula, and let x G {ƒ, g}. Then 

/CK00 iff 0((£*)X)M-
Whichh relations hold between our four extractors? Let us start with noting 

thatt K. \ng 4> does not imply K. \v* 0.18 The following relations hold: 

18Considerr the finite state K = {{p. -np,9} , {q.-^q}. {p. -,p, -, -,qq.r..r. ^r.s}}. Then d{g{K*))  ^ 
d(g{K)),d(g{K)), even if 'f=? in Definitions 4.4.3 and 4.4.9 is taken to denote classical validity. It is 
easyy to see, though, that Theorem 4.4.10 still holds under this modification. As an immediate 
corollary,, it is established that K \tsf <\>  and K \wg ó are non-equivalent even under classical 
propositionall  logic. 
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4.4.10.. T H E O R EM (RELAT IV E S T R E N G T H ). Let K be a finite state and let 0 be 

aa formula. Then 

(i)) IfJCfcj (p, then K \ag <p 
(ii )) IfK\vf4>, thenK\z)(p 

(iii )) IfJCtycf), thenJC\v*g4>. 

Proof,Proof, (i) Assume that K ^ / 0. If /CT / 0, the implication follows trivially. Hence, 
supposee that /CT = 0. Take a valuation u such that u |= d{Kg). Then u j= ^ ( / C1 ) ) . 
Thenn there is a v in gifC^), such that u |= f\v. Hence, v C u and 1; G max({u C 
ww : w E K andv is consistent}). Take a w in ÏC1 with v C w. First, we show that 
ww C. v. Suppose l e ü;, where I denotes a literal and (->)/ its literal negation. Then 
// £ w and (-1)/ £ «;. Hence, for all consistent subvaluations x of w it holds that T U {/} 
iss consistent. Hence I £ v, since v is a maximally consistent subvaluation of w. Since 
ww C u and v C w, it must be that W C u. Hence, u \= f\w. Hence, u \= d{f(K*-)). 
Hence,, u |= d(fCj). Hence, by our initial assumption, u \= 0. Then it must be that 
d{K,d{K,gg)) |= 0- Therefore, /C \vg 0. 

(ii )) Assume that K ^ / 0. Then it holds that d{Kf) \= 0- Split cases as to whether 
K7K7 is empty or non-empty. Suppose, in the first case, that K7 ^ 0. Then K,* = K. , 
byy Lemma 4.4.8. Hence, (/C*)T ^ 0. Therefore, Kf = KT = /C*  = (£*)T = (£*)/ . 
Therefore,, by the intitial assumption, d({JC)f) \= 0. Therefore, fC fc}  0- Suppose now, 
inn the second case, that KT = 0. Then, by Lemma 4.4.8, K* QKL^. Hence, (£*) T = 0 
andd (JC*)-1 = JC. Suppose that u |= d{(K*) f). Then u h ^(/((/C*)-1)). Hence, there is 
aa v in /((/C*)-1) with u \= /\v. Then there is a iu in (/C*)1 with v = w. Then there is a 
ww in /C1 with v = w. Then there is a v in /(/Cx) with w ^ A ^ Hence, u \= ^(/(/C^)). 
Therefore,, u \= d(Kf). By the assumption, it follows that u\=<j>.  Therefore, K fc}  0-

(iii )) The proof is similar to that in (i). n 

4.55 Future Work 

4.5.11 Finite State Belief Revision 

Thee four extractors discussed in the preceding section can be amended to obtain 
theirr classical counterparts. We take K |K 4> as a notation for the general form 
off  the classical extractors, which are obtained by interpreting the 'j=' in Defini-
tionss 4.4.3 and 4.4.9 to denote classical validity. Following this amendment, it is 
feasiblee to describe four systems of belief revision, as follows: 

4 .5 .1.. DEF IN IT ION. Let K be a finite state, let x e {ƒ, g], and let o denote either 
selectedd or unselected extraction. The classical belief set based on JC, denoted by 
K,K, is defined to be 

KK = {0:/CK0} -
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Expansionn and contraction for belief sets can now be defined in terms of expansion 
andd contraction for finite states. Revision and reversed revision can, of course, 
bee defined similarly. 

4.5.2.. DEFINITION. Let K be a classical belief set based on a finite state K, and 
lett 0 be a formula. Then the expansion of K with <f>,  denoted by K£, and the 
contractioncontraction of K with 0, denoted by K~. are defined to be 

Obviously,, this definition gives rise to four different systems of belief revision, 
dependingg on the classical extractor that has been used to obtain the classical 
belieff  set. (A detailed study of the merits and drawbacks of our extractors may 
reducee this number.) The four systems share some remarkable general properties: 
(i)) expansion and contraction are functions from classically closed belief sets to 
classicallyy closed belief sets, as in almost all existing systems of belief revision; 
(ii )) belief sets always are consistent, hence the systems are all non-prioritized 
systemss of belief revision,19 since the Succes Postulate for Revision (0 e K$) 
doess not hold in case the belief set is revised by a contradiction; and (iii ) iterated 
revisionn presents no problems, as the belief set resulting from the application of an 
operationn of change is uniquely determined. No ordering of (sets of) propositions, 
thatt needs to be reassessed after each contraction or revision, is used, contrary 
too most systems presented in the literature. 

AA study into the sets of postulates characterizing these systems of belief 
revisionn would facilitate a comparison between them and the systems of non-
prioritizedd belief revision studied in the literature. 

4.5.22 Relative Trustworthiness of the Sources 

Inn a sense, our study is complementary to [Cantwell, 1998]. Cantwell studies 
methodss governing the acceptance of information stemming from sources which 
aree at least partially ordered according to their relative trustworthiness, treating 
alll  the information provided by a source en bloc. At first sight, it might seem 
thatt the present study considers just a special case of Cantwell's theory, since 
wee assumed all information to be equally trustworthy and equality is a partial 
ordering.. The next quote from Cantwell's paper suffices to dispel this idea: 

[T]heree are two quite different ways of treating information from a 
source.. Each source provides a scenario for what has happened or 
whatt the world is like. Either one can treat the scenario as a whole, 
dismissingg it in its entirety if it turns out wrong, or one can treat 
eachh piece of information separately, allowing a source to be wrong 

19Forr an overview of non-prioritized belief revision, see [Hansson, 1999b]. 
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inn certain respects and right in others. [...] I shall treat the sce-
narioo presented by a source as a whole and not sentence by sentence. 
[Cantwell,, 1998, p. 193] 

Off  course, this does not mean that Cantwell's approach is wrong-headed. Con-
siderationss having to do with the trustworthiness of the sources that provide 
informationn do play a role in the fixation of beliefs based on this information. On 
thee other hand, people (except for attorneys in American lawsuit television series) 
usuallyy do not treat the information provided by a source 'as a whole', but rather 
sortt out this information, weighed by the relative trustworthiness of the source. 
Inn the rare cases where we are able to assess such a trustworthiness-ordering, a 
combinationn of Cantwell's approach and mine might be fruitful . 

4.5.33 Inconsistency-Adaptive Logics 

Inconsistency-adaptivee logics provide a semantical framework for traditional ap-
proachess to reasoning from inconsistent information [Batens. manuscript]. Our 
beliefbelief extractors, especially the selective ones, share some characteristics with the 
inconsistency-adaptivee logics which have been developed by Batens and his as-
sociates.. Precise relations between their logics and the logics set forth in the 
presentt chapter have yet to be established. It would be interesting to study these 
relations,, since, at first sight at least, the semantics of our respective approaches 
differr wildly. 

Nextt to the mentioned semantical investigations into inconsistency-adaptive 
logics,, proof-theories or tableau-methods have been developed for most of these 
logicss as well. Exploiting the analogy between inconsistency-adaptive logics and 
ourr belief extractors, insights gained from the proof-theoretical investigations into 
inconsistency-adaptivee logics may also prove useful for the construction of proof-
theoriess for our belief extractors. 


